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Patients with the highest risk of having cervical precancer based on clinical factors such as age, prior screening 
history, current cervical cytology, and HPV status including HPV genotype, have the greatest need of preventive 
treatment. This can be facilitated with the single visit approach of expedited treatment, where a confirmatory biopsy 
is not required prior to treatment. Colposcopy should still be performed, however, at the time of treatment to guide 
treatment decisions.  
 
The 2019 Risk-Based Management Consensus Guidelines utilize “clinical action thresholds” to guide management of 
abnormal cervical cancer screening results based on the calculated immediate risk of cervical intraepithelial 
neoplasia (CIN) 3+. The clinical action threshold of “Expedited Treatment Preferred” is met when the calculated 
immediate risk of CIN 3+ is 60% or greater for non-pregnant patients 25 years or older. The clinical action threshold 
of “Expedited Treatment or Colposcopy Acceptable” is met when the calculated immediate risk of CIN 3+ is between 
25% and 59% for non-pregnant patients 25 years or older. Expedited treatment is not recommended for pregnant 
patients or those under age 25 years. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example of clinical 

scenarios that reach an “Expedited Treatment Preferred” threshold include nonpregnant patients 25 years or older 
with high grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL) cytology and concurrent positive testing for human 



 
 

papillomavirus genotype 16 (HPV 16) (immediate CIN 3+ risk 60%) or never/rarely screened patients (no screening in 
>5 years) with HPV-positive HSIL cytology, regardless of genotype (immediate CIN 3+ risk 64%). Examples of clinical 
scenarios that reach an “Expedited Treatment Acceptable” threshold include HPV-positive atypical squamous cells 
cannot rule out high grade (ASC-H) cytology (immediate CIN 3+ risk 26%), HPV-negative HSIL cytology (immediate 
CIN3+ risk 25%), HPV-positive atypical glandular cells (AGC) cytology (immediate CIN 3+ risk 26%), and HPV-positive 
HSIL cytology (immediate CIN 3+ risk 49%).  
 
Clinicians should employ shared decision-making with a thorough discussion regarding risks and benefits when 
considering expedited treatment, especially for patients with concerns about the potential consequences of 
treatment on future pregnancy outcomes. Expedited treatment may be preferable to patients for a variety of 
reasons including personal preference, limited access to healthcare, financial concerns, and cancer-related anxiety.  
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